ALABAMA SPACE AUTHORITY

RESOLUTION SUPPORTING DREAM CHASER APPLICATIONS ON BEHALF OF HUNTSVILLE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

WHEREAS, a Part 435 application will be filed requesting that the Federal Aviation Administration issue a license to operate a reentry space vehicle (which said project is known as “Dream Chaser”) and Huntsville International Airport, working with several private aerospace engineering contractors, will also file a Part 433 application for Huntsville International Airport to be permitted as a reentry site for such space vehicle; and

WHEREAS, the Alabama Space Authority is charged with encouraging space research work and facilitating technology transfers in our state; and

WHEREAS, if the Dream Chaser project is approved and if a mission is secured, the said project will certainly accomplish several of the purposes for which the Alabama Space Authority was formed.

NOW THEREFORE, be it resolved by the members of the Alabama Space Authority that the Alabama Space Authority fully supports the applications to be filed in connection with the Dream Chaser program, using Huntsville International Airport as a reentry site for the space vehicles; and

FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Alabama Space Authority fully supports the attempts to secure missions for Dream Chaser utilizing Huntsville International Airport as the reentry site for the space vehicle.

DATED this the 28 day of \underline{January}, 2018.

ALABAMA SPACE AUTHORITY

\underline{Senator Gerald O. Dial}

Its: Chairman

ATTEST:

\underline{[Signature]}

Its: \underline{[Signature]}